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Abstract: Masonry buildings are generally vulnerable to seismic action, as evidenced extensively in past earthquakes. In order to improve their seismic performance, several modifications have been introduced, such as reinforcing or confining the masonry. This paper presents a seismic analysis and fragility assessment procedure for non-engineered masonry building typologies, employing the applied element method (AEM). Compared to buildings with stiff diaphragms, the conventional pushover-based procedure is challenging for the seismic assessment of masonry buildings with flexible diaphragms, due to the lack of a global box-like behaviour. This study first presents a novel and validated method for nonlinear pushover analysis, independent of the type of diaphragm action on the building, by applying incremental ground acceleration and by considering suitable engineering demand parameters for the assessment of lateral capacity. Based on the failure mechanisms, a seismic performance assessment and fragility evaluation approach is then proposed, for reliable accounting of both the in-plane and out-of-plane failure modes. Finally, the proposed methodology is applied to a number of unreinforced and confined masonry school buildings with different seismic detailing levels, as often found in the Himalayan belt and beyond.
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1. Introduction

Schools are critical infrastructure, due to their high exposure value, as well as physical and human vulnerability. Masonry school buildings represent a significant proportion of the national school portfolio in many countries worldwide [1]. While unreinforced masonry (URM) is traditionally used in school buildings, improved designs such as confined masonry (CM) [2] have also become common in school construction in recent decades, e.g., in India [3], Indonesia [4], and El Salvador [1]. The present study thus deals with the URM and CM school construction types commonly found in developing countries such as Nepal and India. The focus is on existing non-engineered community-built constructions, although newly built school buildings follow current national seismic design codes.

Masonry is heterogeneous and anisotropic, being composed of units and mortar that usually display different stiffness and strength properties. Due to the large number of variables required for the reliable mechanical characterization and numerical simulation of masonry buildings, reliable seismic analysis and performance evaluation is challenging [5]. Due to the complexity of conducting full-scale experimental tests to characterize the seismic behaviour of buildings, analytical/numerical seismic assessment methods have been widely used within the engineering community for masonry buildings [6–8]. Three modelling approaches, i.e., detailed micro-modelling, simplified micro-modelling, or macro-modelling can be followed, to create numerical models of masonry [9]. In detailed micro-modelling, the units and mortar in the joints are represented by continuum
elements, whereas the unit–mortar interface is represented by discontinuous elements [10]. In simplified micro-modelling, the expanded units are represented by continuum elements, whereas the behaviour of the mortar joints and unit–mortar interface is lumped into discontinuous elements [11,12]. In macro-modelling, the units, mortar, and unit–mortar interface are smeared out in the continuum as a single composite material and the focus is on the component behaviour [7,13,14]. The accuracy of the analysis results is generally reduced from the detailed micro- to the macro-modelling approach.

Limit analysis-based methods have been widely used for the analysis of masonry structures [6,15–19]. A state-of-the-art review on the limit analysis-based methods applied to masonry walls can be found in Casapulla, Giresini, and Lourenço [20]. In a recent work, Funari et al. [19] presented a new formulation to assess the frictional resistance adopted in a macro-block limit analysis formulation for historic masonry structures, focusing on the in-plane sliding–rocking failure mechanism. While most of the previous limit analysis studies on masonry were based on a regular pattern of masonry with equal sized units, Funari et al. [19] extended the formulation to irregular and non-periodic masonry, such as rubble stone masonry. Although simple and efficient, mechanism-based approaches usually do not consider the masonry morphology, the interaction among cross-walls, and local failures such as toe crushing, and they rely on several assumptions, such as the zero tensile strength of the masonry.

Since the early 1980s, finite element method (FEM)-based tools have been extensively used in the numerical modelling and analysis of masonry structures [10,21–30]. Although extensive models and solutions have been proposed for masonry modelling and analysis using FE techniques, most of these were limited to the study of the seismic behaviour of isolated masonry walls under in plane (IP) action. Moreover, reliable accounting of the post-elastic large displacement and detachment of units or masonry portions is difficult in the FEM environment.

Techniques based on the discrete element method (DEM) [31] have been applied for masonry structures, by assuming the material is a discontinuous medium composed of rigid or deformable blocks and with contact surfaces between the blocks for the simulation of the joints. Standard finite element codes mainly feature joint or interface elements, thus representing masonry as a continuous medium cut by joints. Discrete element models are generated from the inverse perspective than that of the FE method: the material is viewed as an assembly of distinct bodies, with the masonry units interacting along their boundaries [32]. Several studies have been performed based on DEM for the static and dynamic analysis of masonry structures [33–39].

In recent years, researchers have developed and applied a number of finite discrete element method (FDEM) numerical models, combining the advantages of FEM and DEM to analyse masonry structures [40–45]. Malomo and DeJong [45] developed a new macro-distinct element model (M-DEM) for the analysis of the in-plane (IP) behaviour of URM structures, aiming to combine the efficiency of simplified approaches with the accuracy of discontinuum-based micro-modelling methods.

In the applied element method (AEM), a variation of the DEM, a structure is modelled as an assembly of rigid elements connected to each other by means of distributed springs in both normal and tangential directions [46]. Each spring represent the stresses and deformations of certain portion of the applied elements. These springs can simulate the joint de-bonding, shear sliding, and direct tension; and partial connectivity between the elements is also allowed, i.e., when some springs fail, others are still effective [47]. Several studies [47–52] have proven the applicability of AEM in simulating the crack initiation, propagation, and large displacement response of masonry structures under static and dynamic loadings. More recently, several researchers have used this method for seismic fragility analysis of masonry buildings. Karbassi and Nollet [47] conducted an incremental dynamic analysis on a six-storey URM building, to develop seismic fragility curves. Guragain [50] applied AEM for non-linear dynamic analysis of low-rise Nepalese masonry building typologies. Using AEM, Malomo et al. [52] reproduced the dynamic
behaviour of a shaking table test for a full-scale masonry building, and found a good agreement in the displacement profile, hysteretic response, and crack pattern. AEM is also proven to be suitable for modelling and analysing different masonry fabric and construction types. Adhikari and D’Ayala [53] employed the AEM for the modelling and analysis of several masonry typologies with a varied masonry fabric, ranging from rubble stone to brick masonry, while Vatteri and D’Ayala [3] explored the seismic as well as flood analysis of CM buildings using this approach. A detailed account of the constitutive models as well as micro-modelling strategy used for masonry modelling in AEM can be found in Malomo et al. [52] and is discussed further in Section 4.

Being a more efficient and relatively simpler method compared to micro-modelling, macro-modelling, i.e., the equivalent frame method (EFM), has been extensively used for the modelling and seismic analysis of masonry structures [7,54–58]. A EFM-based computer program called TREMURI [7] has been widely used for the pushover analysis of masonry buildings [59–63]. This method is also popular among practicing engineers, as a global analysis of masonry structures can be performed with a reasonable computational cost and modest level of modelling knowledge. However, the EFM procedures developed so far mainly capture the IP seismic response and assume that walls are well connected by stiff diaphragms, to develop a box-like behaviour. Thus, the use of EFM in the analysis of masonry buildings with poor cross-wall connections and flexible diaphragms, where the out of plane (OOP) seismic vulnerability is the major issue, cannot yield reliable outcomes.

In summary, although the FEM, DEM, F-DEM, and EFM approaches have been extensively used with reliable accuracy for the IP response of planar masonry walls, reliable prediction of the OOP response is still challenging and has not been investigated in detail using these approaches. In buildings with flexible type diaphragms, the OOP walls present the main vulnerability, due to the lack of a global box-like behaviour. Furthermore, modelling of non-engineered masonry typologies such as masonry school buildings in Nepal and India, demanding element-by-element modelling, is difficult with these approaches. On the other hand, the AEM approach offers the element-by-element modelling for masonry and has been successfully adopted by several researchers for modelling masonry buildings [47,50,52,64]. Using the AEM approach, reliable prediction of non-linear OOP response is possible, as this allows the failure and separation of joints in the discontinuous and large displacement regime. Furthermore, for CM, numerical models need to be able to overcome the challenges of simulating, not only the interaction between the unit and mortar, but also that between the masonry and the reinforced concrete (RC) confining elements. The application and reliability of AEM in the numerical modelling and lateral load analysis of experimentally tested masonry specimens are investigated in the present study in Section 4.

In the last two decades, the seismic performance assessment and fragility analysis of building structures with approaches based on the outputs of non-linear time history analysis (NLTHA), such as incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) [65], cloud analysis [66], and multiple stripe analysis [67] have evolved within the research community. Although reliable, these approaches are highly resource- and time-intensive and cannot be considered a viable solution if this approach was to be used in practice for determining the vulnerability and risk for a portfolio of building types. On the other hand, non-linear static procedures (NSP) [68,69], although less reliable compared to NLTHA-based approaches, are more efficient for assessing the seismic performance and consequent fragility evaluation of a portfolio of building types. Such methods have been widely used in the seismic assessment of masonry buildings [8,70–72]. Adhikari [64] recently conducted an extensive work on a range of masonry typologies, while also validating the NSP-based seismic performance and fragility outputs against the outputs of IDA, based on hundreds of NLTHA results.

For masonry buildings with stiff diaphragms, a pushover analysis can follow the standard procedure [73], as these meet the assumption of the redistribution of horizontal actions by the rigid slab, inducing uniform displacement of the vertical structures. However, there are variations in the pushover loading approach and patterns (inverse triangular,
uniform, mode shape proportional, or mass proportional), resulting in significant variation in the pushover curves [74–77]. Moreover, in the case of three-dimensional element-by-element modelling of masonry assemblies, where the interfaces between bricks and mortar are realistically represented by springs with a strength and stiffness lower than the unit elements (see Section 4), the application of a lateral force or displacement pattern concentrated at particular locations (e.g., at floor/roof levels) might create a spurious localised failure and therefore is unsuitable for simulating the complete post-elastic behaviour of the whole structure. This is due to the stress/strain concentration at the point/region of the load/displacement application in the conventional pushover analysis. Moreover, during seismic actions, the inertia forces are distributed to all elements of the structure in proportion to their mass. In particular, in the case of masonry structures where the walls are heavier and stiffer than the floor structures, the concentration of forces or displacement at storey level is inappropriate. Hence, in this study, an innovative approach is implemented (Section 2.1), whereby the inertial forces follow the mass distribution in the building.

To date in the literature, no comprehensive strategy is available for dealing with the NSP-based seismic assessment of masonry buildings without a box-like behaviour and considering both the IP and OOP behaviours along with their interaction in three-dimensional configurations. Instead, in the assessment of the overall seismic behaviour of masonry structures with flexible diaphragms (FD), many researchers have neglected or given little importance to the OOP behaviour [13,78,79], because of the complexity in modelling, analysis, and interpretation of the OOP behaviour. Even when considering the IP behaviour only, the choice of the “master node” representing the displacement in the global pushover curve of a masonry building, consisting of walls with different opening configurations and stiffnesses, also causes uncertainty in the resulting output [80]. Widely used EFM approaches for masonry walls [7] usually focus on the global response, only considering the capacity and failure modes of IP walls, meaning that such an approach does not yield reliable results for buildings with flexible diaphragms. In the mechanics-based FaMIVE procedure [6], analysis is conducted with respect to pre-defined possible IP, OOP, and combined collapse mechanisms to identify the most likely collapse mechanisms in the building. However, the masonry fabric, post-elastic behaviour, and the interaction of the walls cannot be accounted for in this approach. Olivito and Porzio [81] recognising the lack of box-like behaviour in historic masonry buildings, proposed a seismic assessment based on a multi-control point pushover analysis approach. The global pushover curve is plotted with respect to an envelope of the maximum displacements observed at a number of control points, based on the building’s collapse mechanisms. Thus the ultimate control point is an average and fictious one, questioning its validity for a “global” pushover curve and also the subsequent application of NSP such as N2 method for seismic performance evaluation.

In a recent work by Beconcini et al. [82], the issue of a flexible diaphragm and poor connection in masonry buildings, leading to a lack of box-like behaviour, was recognised, and a simplified 2D pushover analysis of individual walls was suggested. However, the walls in real masonry structures are rarely independent, as some level of cross-wall connection exists, even in community-built non-engineered constructions [64]. Therefore, in an element-by-element modelling and analysis environment, a reliable component-based strategy for dealing with the seismic performance and fragility assessment of masonry buildings without box-like behaviour, and considering the IP and OOP behaviours, as well as their interaction, is proposed in this study (Section 2.2).

The capacity curves, as well as the drift limits for different damage states are influenced by several factors, such as the masonry fabric, quality of masonry, level of gravity load, and the boundary conditions [83,84]. Thus, a single capacity curve and single-valued thresholds for damage states, such as those suggested in HAZUS [85] and in the literature [78] to represent a broader class of masonry, would not yield reliable results for non-engineered masonry typologies. Thus, specific building-based capacity curves and thresholds for damage states are computed in this study for the derivation of fragility functions, following the general methodology presented in Section 2.
The paper is organised as follows: The proposed methodology for the seismic performance assessment of masonry buildings, including a novel incremental ground acceleration (IGA) approach and component-based strategy for the buildings lacking box-like behaviour is presented in Section 2. Section 3 presents the characteristics of the case study buildings, and Section 4 details the masonry modelling using the AEM, along with several validation studies. Section 5 presents the development of AEM numerical models of the case study buildings and underlying assumptions, while Section 6 presents the results and discussion with respect to the failure mechanisms, capacity curves, fragility, and vulnerability functions. Finally, Section 7 presents some concluding remarks.

2. Proposed Methodology for Seismic Performance Assessment

The methodology developed in this work for the numerical seismic assessment and consequent fragility/vulnerability assessment of masonry structures is summarised in Figure 1, where alternative strategies are defined, depending on the construction characteristics of the considered building.
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Figure 1. Methodological approach for the seismic performance assessment of masonry buildings.

The first step involves the data collection of the structural and material characteristics of the case study building or an index building (IB) representative of a typology, which can be done via a field survey, testing, and/or from the literature (more details in Section 3). The next step is the adoption of a suitable and capable numerical modelling approach to create a three-dimensional numerical model of the selected building. Element-by-element models are preferred to continuum based or simplified models, because of the better representation of the heterogeneous nature of masonry. The next step is to carry out a seismic analysis of the numerical model, to determine the failure mechanisms and lateral load-deformation...
response. Although NLTHA is more reliable, the pushover analysis approach is followed in this methodology for two reasons: the pushover approach is efficient, and the selected buildings are low-rise, responding primarily in first mode under lateral loading.

However, as discussed in Section 1, the conventional pushover application, whether a displacement- or force-controlled scheme, is not reliable for masonry structures, which is more pronounced when modelling them by explicitly simulating the low cohesion between brick and mortar. If the building has a flexible diaphragm, thus lacking box-like behaviour, seismic analysis through the conventional pushover approach presents an additional challenge with respect to the application of lateral loads, due to the lack of a definitive control point. Therefore, a different loading approach is employed in this study, named the incremental ground acceleration (IGA) approach (see Section 2.1). With application of the IGA approach, and by observing the lateral failure mechanism developed through the pushover analysis, it can be determined whether a global box-like behaviour is developed, allowing for a global analysis, or whether this is not present, and therefore a component-level behaviour and analysis should be sought. Thus, there is no need to assume the lateral stiffness or response of horizontal structures.

The application of a pushover-based non-linear static procedure [8,69] for buildings with stiff diaphragms exhibiting box-like behaviour is well established. However, the extraction of global capacity curves for buildings without box-like behaviour is challenging, as the OOP and IP walls exhibit very different responses or local failure modes. The high vulnerability of the OOP gable walls in such URM buildings has frequently been recognised in literature [6,64,86,87]. Based on these considerations, it can be concluded that the seismic analysis of masonry buildings without box-like behaviour cannot be considered reliable without considering the OOP behaviour and associated failure modes in a three-dimensional interactive modelling environment. Hence, this paper proposes a component-based strategy for the seismic fragility and vulnerability assessment of masonry buildings lacking box-like behaviour (see Section 2.2).

2.1. Incremental Ground Acceleration (IGA) Approach

Although the conventional modelling assumptions and pushover application might yield reliable outputs for RC structures with stiff diaphragms, they might not be appropriate for masonry structures where the majority of the mass is uniformly distributed along the height of the structure. Furthermore, the conventional pushover presents issues with respect to the application of direct load/displacement in element-by-element models of masonry structures, as discussed in Section 1 (see further in Section 4). To overcome these issues, the present study proposes an innovative approach, in which the numerical model is subjected to incremental ground acceleration (IGA), rather than a force or displacement pattern on the structure, until collapse. With the application of the IGA approach, at each instant of loading, each of the elements (masonry units) in the element-by-element model has a mass-proportional lateral force exerted on it. Thus, the lateral force distribution is proportional to the mass distribution. In the IGA pushover approach, the loading application on the structure is automatic and realistic, compared to the conventional lateral load application patterns used in pushover analysis. Accordingly, there is no ambiguity about the choice of load pattern or location of the load/displacement application for their structures [80]. This also implies that the computational time taken by the analyses, considering different trial load patterns to find an appropriate loading pattern, is reduced. Moreover, IGA is equivalent to a monotonically increasing intensity of real ground motions. Consequently, by the end of the pushover analysis, the analyst has an estimate of the equivalent lateral acceleration capacity at which the structure collapses. This is quite useful to quickly compare the relative seismic capacity and vulnerability of different structures.

A validation study of the IGA approach is presented in Section 4.2, before applying it to analyse several masonry school buildings with flexible diaphragms in Sections 5 and 6.
2.2. Strategy for Seismic Assessment of Masonry Buildings without Box-Like Behaviour

Following the discussions in Sections 1 and 2.1, the commonly held assumption of the “equal displacement of all vertical elements at a storey level” does not hold true in masonry buildings without box-like behaviour. This has implications for the validity of the results obtained by performing a conventional global pushover-based analysis of such structures. In such buildings, the walls acting in the IP direction and those acting in the OOP direction under lateral loading act as different systems (see Figure 2a for an example case of a URM building, more details on this typology are given in Section 3). This is because the gable walls acting in OOP behaviour are flexible, due to the low stiffness in this direction, and are typically unrestrained in their outward bending. Furthermore, the flexural response of low bond strength masonry constructions is poor. Accordingly, the initial stiffness behaviour, rate of damage progression, and the ultimate capacity of these OOP gable walls are entirely different with respect to the response of the IP walls (referred to as the IP system). It is noted that an IP system might include internal OOP walls having good frictional interlocking (i.e., cross-wall connection) with the IP walls. Figure 2b compares the capacity curves for these two sub-systems of the considered URM building lacking box-like behaviour, when loaded in the longitudinal direction. Here, the base shear coefficient (BSC) represents the base shear resisted by the building (or wall) normalised by their seismic weight; thus, this is an independent parameter for comparison. The initial stiffness of the OOP gable wall is an order of magnitude lower than that of the IP system. The OOP gable walls start to lose linearity at 1/3rd of the acceleration capacity of the IP system. Although the OOP gable walls show a displacement capacity twice that of the IP system, these only reach half of the ultimate strength capacity of the IP system. Thus, averaging or combining these two completely different capacity curves to obtain a global capacity curve for the whole building is not meaningful. Furthermore, such average “global capacity curves” to represent the whole building are not reliable for seismic performance assessment using pushover-based procedures, such as the N2 method [69], as the structure is composed of substantially different SDoF systems: the OOP gable wall and the IP system.

A reliable strategy is thus proposed here for carrying out a component-based seismic performance assessment and consequent fragility and vulnerability derivation of such masonry buildings lacking box-like behaviour within the framework of a non-linear pushover-based procedure. This involves identifying the OOP and IP components of the building, i.e., each gable wall acting in the OOP direction, as well as the IP system formed by the walls in the IP direction and any well-connected cross walls. When a global pushover analysis using the IGA method (Section 2.1) is conducted for such buildings, the force–deformation behaviour for both components can be generated by recording the base shear resisted by the respective wall or system and the corresponding top displacement along the pushover loading direction at each step of loading. This ensures the effects of interactions among the walls, depending on the strength of the cross-wall connection, are included in the pushover curves. From the global pushover analysis results, the physical damage states of the OOP gable wall and the IP system can also be observed, to identify the thresholds of different damage states in terms of the top drift. With these capacity curves and thresholds of damage states, capacity spectrum methods, e.g., the N2 method [69] can be employed to carry out seismic performance assessment under a number of ground motions, at the sub-system level of the OOP gable wall and IP system separately, to arrive at the respective fragility and vulnerability functions.

The proposed IGA approach and component-based strategy for seismic performance assessment of masonry buildings with flexible diaphragms were applied in this study (Sections 5 and 6) to selected case study school buildings, as introduced in Section 3.
A reliable strategy is thus proposed here for carrying out a component-based seismic performance assessment and consequent fragility and vulnerability derivation of such masonry buildings lacking box-like behaviour within the framework of a non-linear pushover-based procedure. This involves identifying the OOP and IP components of the building, i.e., each gable wall acting in the OOP direction, as well as the IP system formed by the walls in the IP direction and any well-connected cross walls. When a global pushover analysis using the IGA method (Section 2.1) is conducted for such buildings, the force–deformation behaviour for both components can be generated by recording the base shear resisted by the respective wall or system and the corresponding top displacement along the pushover loading direction at each step of loading. This ensures the effects of interaction among the walls, depending on the strength of the cross-wall connection, are included in the pushover curves. From the global pushover analysis results, the physical damage states of the OOP gable wall and the IP system can also be observed, to identify the thresholds of different damage states in terms of the top drift.

With these capacity curves and thresholds of damage states, capacity spectrum methods, e.g., the N2 method \[69\], can be employed to carry out seismic performance assessment under a number of ground motions, at the sub-system level of the OOP gable wall and IP system separately, to arrive at the respective fragility and vulnerability functions.

The proposed IGA approach and component-based strategy for seismic performance assessment of masonry buildings with flexible diaphragms were applied in this study (Sections 5 and 6) to selected case study school buildings, as introduced in Section 3.

3. Case Study Buildings

To demonstrate the application of the methodology outlined in Section 2, two different masonry typologies are considered: URM and CM. Within each typology, further variations in their construction features are also considered, in order to show the need for different assessment strategies, to reflect the variation in construction features. A globally applicable classification system known as the GLOSI Taxonomy \[1,88\] is applied to recognize seismically relevant features of the case study buildings and to highlight the differences between them, thus identifying the generic typology they represent. The GLOSI taxonomy system is a comprehensive taxonomy that is tailored to all the major school building types; including RC, URM, and CM \[3,88\] typologies and incorporating both engineered and non-engineered construction features. The taxonomy includes twelve different parameters, which include three primary parameters (main structural system, height range, and seismic design level) and nine secondary parameters (e.g., diaphragm type, irregularity, and opening type, among others). Readers are referred to Adhikari et al. \[88\] for more details on the GLOSI taxonomy. Applying such a taxonomy in the seismic analysis of different typologies of buildings can provide a uniform language and clarity during comparison of the vulnerability and risk within and across typologies. In this work, for brevity, only the primary parameters up to the seismic design level are used to represent the case study buildings.

Descriptions of the case study buildings, identified using their GLOSI taxonomy strings, are presented in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.
3.1. Unreinforced Masonry

The case study buildings for the URM were taken from the Nepalese school database collected by The World Bank [89] after the 2015 Gorkha earthquake. Although building plans and configurations vary across schools, a generic IB representative of the brick in cement mortar typology (Figure 3) was chosen. The storey height is 2.8 m. This typology represents about 11% of the total portfolio of Nepalese schools and also represents more than 90% of the masonry school buildings, in terms of the plan configuration and expected lateral behaviour, as influenced by the flexible type of roof structure [64]. These URM walls were built in an English bond pattern. In order to investigate the effect of different construction features on the seismic response, three different cases with different seismic design levels were considered, with the criteria for choosing a particular design level given in Figure 4. The first case, i.e., baseline IB, is the low design case (Figure 3), whose taxonomy string is given as URM7/LR/LD, as per the GLOSI taxonomy [88], where URM7 represents a specific masonry typology, i.e., brick in cement mortar masonry, LR represents low-rise, and LD represents a low level of seismic design.

Figure 3. Construction characteristics of the case study URM school building: (a) outside longitudinal view, (b) inside view showing the short gable wall and light steel roof structure, and (c) building plan with dimensions.

The second case, URM7/LR/MD IB, is a medium design (MD) level, due to the presence of a roof band. This IB can also represent a retrofitted structure, strengthened (see Figure 5a) by removing the light roof structure, adding the RC band, and reinstalling the roof with the trusses anchored in it. Such retrofitting also provides opportunities to improve the roof condition and the connections to the vertical structures. The third case considered is URM7/LR/HD IB (Figure 5b), a high design level (HD) case, as it includes all the seismic bands recommended by the NBC 203 code [90], i.e., at window sill level, lintel level, and roof level, along with intermediate ties (see also Figure 4). It is noted that these URM IBs do not, however, possess any RC vertical elements.
3.2. Confined Masonry

The seismic performance of CM buildings mainly depends on the wall density, confinement density, and the quality of connections, which collectively define the level of seismic design. A classification system for CM school buildings, including partially confined typologies, presented in Vatteri and D’Ayala [3], was utilised to identify the seismic design level of the case study CM buildings (Figure 6).

Figure 5. (a) A masonry school building in Nepal retrofitted with a roof band after the 2015 Gorkha earthquake (URM7/LR/MD IB), and (b) A newly built school building in Nepal (URM7/LR/HD).

Figure 6. Criteria for assigning the seismic design level of confined masonry buildings.
The CM case study buildings were identified through desk study of a school database [91], complemented by a field survey of selected school buildings in Guwahati, India [92]. A baseline IB, CM1/LR/LD (Figure 7), representative of a CM school buildings with flexible roof structure was selected, where CM1 represents the masonry fabric in brick with cement mortar; LR represents low rise, i.e., single storied; and LD represents a low seismic design (LD) level, following the criteria in Figure 6 (i.e., presence of good connections at the masonry–RC interface and the minimum required confinement in the form of plinth and lintel tie-beams and corner and intermediate tie-columns). A complete description of the design levels and classification of non-engineered CM school buildings can be found in Vatteri and D’Ayala [3].

Figure 7. Photographs representative of the case study CM school building (CM1/LR/LD): (a) isometric view, (b) typical longitudinal view, and (c) typical plan dimensions.

In order to compare the effect of improved construction practices on the seismic behaviour, a second CM building case with medium design level (CM1/LR/MD) was also considered (Figure 8). The MD level is achieved by additional confinement, in the form of tie-bands at sill and at roof levels, either included in the initial construction or through retrofitting. All geometric features of this model were considered the same as in the baseline model.

Figure 8. A CM building representative of the CM1/LR/MD typology.
3.3. Material Properties

For numerical modelling and analysis, the input values of different material properties for the masonry material, i.e., elastic modulus, shear modulus, compressive strength, tensile strength, cohesion, and coefficient of friction, are necessary. In this study, the values of the material properties were established from the literature. Although specific studies on the materials constituting existing school buildings are not available, recent experimental works [93–96] showed that the minimum compressive strength for Nepalese bricks and cement-sand mortar are in the order of 5.0 MPa and 3.0 MPa, respectively. Key material properties for the URM IBs were taken from Guragain [50], who carried out an in situ mechanical characterization test on existing brick masonry buildings in Nepal (Table 1). Most of the existing Nepalese masonry schools built before the 2015 Gorkha earthquake are community-built constructions, without any formal quality control or input from trained engineers [97]. Accordingly, it is noted that the material properties of these buildings can exhibit significant variability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value Per Typology</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unit weight of masonry</td>
<td>URM 1920.00</td>
<td>CM 1920.00 [98] kg/m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressive strength of masonry</td>
<td>URM 4.14</td>
<td>CM 4.63 [98] MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young’s modulus of masonry</td>
<td>URM 872.00</td>
<td>CM 2546.00 [99] MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohesion</td>
<td>URM 0.17</td>
<td>CM 0.40 [100] MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile strength of masonry</td>
<td>URM 0.07</td>
<td>CM 0.20 [101,102] MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction coefficient</td>
<td>URM 0.60</td>
<td>CM 0.60 [103,104]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Material properties of the CM were adopted from Choudhury and Pathak [98] and Kaushik et al. [99], who provided experimental results on Indian clay brick masonry. Other influential material parameters not reported in that study were established from a general review of the literature and a sensitivity analysis carried out in a related study [92], and are listed in Table 1. Concrete with 20 MPa compressive strength and steel rebars of grade Fe415 were used for the concrete elements.

As per the flow chart in Figure 1, the case study IBs described in this section were modelled with the AEM approach, as detailed in Sections 4 and 5.

4. Masonry Modelling Using the AEM Approach

Modelling of masonry in AEM can be carried out through a simplified micro-element approach, where the applied elements, i.e., units, are connected by a set of normal and shear springs known as “joint springs”, in which the mechanical properties of the mortar and the unit–mortar interface are lumped [52]. The units can also be discretised, to include simulated damage through the bricks, in which case “unit” springs connect the applied elements of the units. The springs in AEM capture the stresses and linear/nonlinear deformations due to loading of the volume of material of the elements that these springs connect (Figure 9a). Equivalent properties for joint springs were derived from the respective portions of the unit and mortar thickness [49,51,52,64]. The Extreme Loading for Structures® (ELS) software V7.0 [105] was employed in this study to model and analyse the case study buildings.

Figure 9b illustrates the modelling of CM using the AEM approach, following the real configuration of the CM walls. The mortar joints and the interface between the mortar and the brick units were lumped and modelled using a zero-thickness interface spring known as a “joint spring”. Similarly, the RC-masonry interface was also modelled using such joint springs, as illustrated in Figure 9b, whose stiffness and strength properties were derived based on the properties of the RC and masonry elements, as well as the level of connectivity.
at the interface (see further details in Section 5). Non-linear material models for concrete, steel, and masonry, implemented in the ELS software were utilised in this study, details of which can be found elsewhere in the literature [46,48,52,64].

4.1. Modelling Validation Using Experimental Results

In order to verify the applicability of the AEM modelling approach, a number of validation studies were conducted on experimentally tested walls from the literature, prior to its application to the case study URM and CM buildings described in Section 3.

For the validation and calibration of the IP behaviour of URM walls, the shear tests conducted by Vermeltfoort et al. [106] were used. The tests from these experimental campaigns were selected because a detailed material characterization of the masonry used was also available. Two cases were considered, both with a surface area of 1 m²: the first was a solid wall (SW), the second was a wall with an 8% opening (OW).

More details on the experimental setup and test protocol can be found in Vermeltfoort et al. [106]. The material properties reported in the same work were used in the numerical modelling.

Figure 10a compares the load–deformation curves from the AEM numerical analyses with the experimental curves. Overall, the experimental behaviour was well reproduced by the AEM analyses. For the SW wall, a high value of coefficient of friction (i.e., 0.75)
was reported from the experiment and the shear failure mode was predominant, while the AEM analysis showed strength hardening after tensile cracking and debonding, unlike the experimental behaviour, in which strength degradation started earlier. Lourenço and Rots [10] also reported comparatively longer hardening using FEM analyses. However, an AEM analysis with a reduced value of coefficient of friction (0.60) produced better results that matched well with the experimental results in the post-peak range. This suggests that the values of masonry parameters reported from experimental campaigns might not always be reliable [37].
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**Figure 10.** Comparisons of the (a) load-deformation behaviour and (b) experimental [106] and numerical damage patterns obtained in this study.

Figure 10b compares the crack patterns obtained from the AEM analysis with the experimental damage patterns. Since the numerical model considers each single unit as an applied element (i.e., discretization of bricks is not considered), in order to reduce the computation time, the damage through the bricks (although very few, see Figure 10b) could not be reproduced. For both cases, the crack pattern was well reproduced, the dominant failure mode in both cases being the stair-step-like shear failure mode. The OW wall also exhibited a flexural behaviour allowing a larger post-peak displacement, due to the division into two slender piers imposed by the opening. Due to such behaviour, the sensitivity to the value of friction coefficient was less important in the OW wall model.

A CM wall specimen tested under cyclic loading by Quiroz et al. [107] was taken to validate the ELS modelling approach for this typology. Details of the wall dimensions and material properties were taken from the same study, with calibration factors estimated as given in Table 2.

The walls were adequately fixed to the floor of shake table, to simulate a fully fixed base. The toothed interface between the masonry panel and tie-columns was modelled with the properties of the concrete, in order to simulate the correct sequence of construction, i.e., casting RC elements after erecting the masonry panel. This assumption was also followed in developing the numerical models of the CM buildings presented in Section 4.
The crack pattern after a bidirectional experimental analysis was compared with the AEM numerical pushover analysis in Figure 11. The numerical load–displacement curve obtained after the calibration was compared with the experimental envelope curve derived from the hysteresis curve, as shown in Figure 11c, which shows a good agreement with the initial stiffness and the peak lateral strength. However, the unidirectional pushover loading led to a sudden drop in stiffness and a shift from elastic to inelastic behaviour, as compared to a smooth transition observed in the bidirectional hysteretic loading, which can be seen in the displacement range below 5 mm (Figure 11c).

For the validation and calibration of the OOP seismic behaviour of masonry walls, the two-way bending wall with mixed boundary conditions (two sides fixed, top and bottom simply supported) tested by Vaculik [108] was considered. In particular, this was selected for validation because both the inputs (i.e., model geometry, boundary conditions, loadings, material properties) and the outputs (i.e., load-deformation behaviour and failure modes) are clearly reported. Moreover, since the top and bottom are simply supported, these represent the URM connections, while the fixed sides, being strongly built, simulate the toothing connection in poorly confined masonry. More details on the experimental setup and test protocol can be found in Vaculik [108]. The material properties reported in the same literature work were used in the numerical modelling.

Figure 12a compares the load–deformation behaviour from the experiment and the AEM numerical analysis. The initial stiffness, peak strength, as well as the ultimate displacement capacity obtained from the numerical analysis were all well correlated with those obtained from the experiments. Similarly, as shown in b, the experimental crack patterns, i.e., X-shaped diagonal cracks, were well reproduced by the numerical analyses. Although the final failure involved vertical cracks at the fixed sides, as seen in the numerical collapse mechanism (Figure 12b), the experimental crack pattern shown corresponds to an earlier state [108] before the moment capacity was reached at the fixed sides. As the X-shaped diagonal cracks appeared first, these allowed parts of the walls to rotate, allowing a considerable displacement at the centre of the wall (Figure 12a), until the moment capacity at the fixed ends was reached.
is, HA in such building types. The numerical model of the building was subjected to NLTHAs under the FEMA P-695 [112] suite of 22 far-field ground motion records, as well as a number of pushover analyses in the long direction. The different pushover analyses in the investigation included the proposed IGA approach, as well as uniform, and mass proportional. It is worth noting that the triangular, 1st mode shape of the building is not usually characterised from this experiment but is rather assumed simply as 40% of the elastic modulus, the validation studies showed that an estimation of 10% to 15% of the elastic modulus was applicable in the case of brick masonry. These values are in line with the ranges reported by Tomazević [110] and Bosiljkov et al. [111] for masonry with low-strength mortar. Accordingly, for the case study buildings in this work, the relevant material properties reported from literature were reduced as per the outcomes in Table 2. Although the outputs shown in Table 2 are not conclusive, due to the very small number of validation cases considered herein, further discussions on the calibration and validation of numerical modelling of masonry in AEM can be found in Adhikari [64].

Within the AEM modelling environment, the proposed IGA approach of pushover analysis (Section 2.1) for seismic analysis of masonry buildings was tested through a rigorous comparative analysis, with discussions in Section 4.2.

4.2. Validation of the IGA Approach

To validate the IGA method of pushover analysis, a two storied brick masonry building with low seismic design (URM7/MR/LD) and stiff diaphragms was considered (Figure 13). More details on this building type can be found in Adhikari [64]. Although the case study IBs considered in this work (Section 3) are single storied without stiff diaphragms, a building with stiff diaphragms (hence showing global box-like behaviour) was considered for validation because of the direct applicability of the established analysis procedures such as force-based pushover or NLTHA in such building types. The numerical model (Figure 13) was subjected to NLTHAs under the FEMA P-695 [112] suite of 22 far-field ground motion records, as well as a number of pushover analyses in the long direction. The different pushover analyses in the investigation included the proposed IGA approach, as well as different lateral force patterns, i.e., triangular, 1st mode shape proportional, uniform, and mass proportional. It is worth noting that the triangular, 1st mode shape proportional and uniform lateral load patterns were discretised at the floor/roof level, while the mass proportional loading was applied as a distributed pattern over the height of the building. The resulting capacity curves are compared in Figure 14 against the mean NLTHA backbone curve.

Figure 12. (a) Comparisons of load–deformation curves, and (b) comparison of crack patterns.

In summary, the validation and calibration studies on both the IP and OOP walls revealed that the direct use of most of the experimentally reported material characteristics provided an overestimation of the strength and ductility. The outcomes and recommendations from the validation studies are summarised in Table 2.

With reference to Table 2, although the compressive strength does not need any calibration, because its role in the lateral response was not that significant; the tensile strength, cohesion, and the coefficient of friction reported in the experimental material characterization tests needed to be reduced by 15% to 30%, as also reported by researchers [109] who adopted other modelling approaches, such as FEM and DEM. Moreover, as the value of shear modulus along the bed joint is not usually characterised from this experiment but is rather assumed simply as 40% of the elastic modulus, the validation studies showed that an estimation of 10% to 15% of the elastic modulus was applicable in the case of brick masonry. These values are in line with the ranges reported by Tomazević [110] and Bosiljkov et al. [111] for masonry with low-strength mortar. Accordingly, for the case study buildings in this work, the relevant material properties reported from literature were reduced as per the outcomes in Table 2. Although the outputs shown in Table 2 are not conclusive, due to the very small number of validation cases considered herein, further discussions on the calibration and validation of numerical modelling of masonry in AEM can be found in Adhikari [64].

In summary, the validation and calibration studies on both the IP and OOP walls revealed that the direct use of most of the experimentally reported material characteristics provided an overestimation of the strength and ductility. The outcomes and recommendations from the validation studies are summarised in Table 2.

With reference to Table 2, although the compressive strength does not need any calibration, because its role in the lateral response was not that significant; the tensile strength, cohesion, and the coefficient of friction reported in the experimental material characterization tests needed to be reduced by 15% to 30%, as also reported by researchers [109] who adopted other modelling approaches, such as FEM and DEM. Moreover, as the value of shear modulus along the bed joint is not usually characterised from this experiment but is rather assumed simply as 40% of the elastic modulus, the validation studies showed that an estimation of 10% to 15% of the elastic modulus was applicable in the case of brick masonry. These values are in line with the ranges reported by Tomazević [110] and Bosiljkov et al. [111] for masonry with low-strength mortar. Accordingly, for the case study buildings in this work, the relevant material properties reported from literature were reduced as per the outcomes in Table 2. Although the outputs shown in Table 2 are not conclusive, due to the very small number of validation cases considered herein, further discussions on the calibration and validation of numerical modelling of masonry in AEM can be found in Adhikari [64].

Within the AEM modelling environment, the proposed IGA approach of pushover analysis (Section 2.1) for seismic analysis of masonry buildings was tested through a rigorous comparative analysis, with discussions in Section 4.2.

4.2. Validation of the IGA Approach

To validate the IGA method of pushover analysis, a two storied brick masonry building with low seismic design (URM7/MR/LD) and stiff diaphragms was considered (Figure 13). More details on this building type can be found in Adhikari [64]. Although the case study IBs considered in this work (Section 3) are single storied without stiff diaphragms, a building with stiff diaphragms (hence showing global box-like behaviour) was considered for validation because of the direct applicability of the established analysis procedures such as force-based pushover or NLTHA in such building types. The numerical model (Figure 13) was subjected to NLTHAs under the FEMA P-695 [112] suite of 22 far-field ground motion records, as well as a number of pushover analyses in the long direction. The different pushover analyses in the investigation included the proposed IGA approach, as well as different lateral force patterns, i.e., triangular, 1st mode shape proportional, uniform, and mass proportional. It is worth noting that the triangular, 1st mode shape proportional and uniform lateral load patterns were discretised at the floor/roof level, while the mass proportional loading was applied as a distributed pattern over the height of the building. The resulting capacity curves are compared in Figure 14 against the mean NLTHA backbone curve.
With the inverse triangular and the 1st mode shape proportional load patterns, the lateral load was mostly concentrated on the first storey. As seen, the damage was mostly concentrated at the roof slab–wall interface, where the lateral load was applied (i.e., premature model failure). Accordingly, the first storey suffered extensive damage compared to the ground storey (Figure 15a). This is also seen in the capacity curve: the stiffness of the building was highly underestimated, and the maximum capacity achieved was only about 65–70% of the mean NLTHA ultimate capacity. Similarly, in the case of uniform loading, the stiffness and the ultimate capacity were underestimated, but the results were better (ultimate capacity was about 85% of the median NLTHA ultimate capacity) compared to the 1st mode shape or inverse triangular loading cases. The damage behaviour (Figure 15b) was also similar to the previous ones, except that there was slightly more shear damage in the ground storey piers. Thus, if existing masonry buildings were assessed with the pushover curves obtained from these load patterns (i.e., inverse triangular, 1st mode shape proportional, or uniform), the capacity of the buildings would be greatly underestimated. Moreover, if used in the design of new masonry buildings, the resulting design would be highly conservative. However, in the case of the mass proportional and the IGA approach, both of which are essentially the same, differing only in the application approach, the initial stiffness, yield, and post-yield behaviour (except for the degradation) matched well with the median NLTHA backbone curves. The post-yield strength degradation (about
10%) in the median NLTHA backbone curves was due to the effect of dynamic and hysteretic behaviour, which were not simulated in the static pushover analyses. Furthermore, at an ultimate drift of 0.5%, the shear/flexural cracks had a width of about 10–15 mm, which is less than half of the interlocking between the units in English bond masonry, thus no strength degradation was seen in the capacity curves, because of the available frictional resistance.

Figure 15. Collapse mechanism of the URM7/MR/LD IB under different pushover loading schemes: (a) triangular and 1st mode proportional, (b) uniform, and (c) mass proportional and the IGA approach.

The collapse mechanism with the IGA method or the mass proportional load pattern (Figure 15c) involved damage mostly being concentrated at the ground storey, matching well with the NLTHA collapse mechanism [64]. For multi-storied URM7 buildings, similar collapse mechanisms (i.e., involving ground storey IP shear damage) were observed during the 2015 Gorkha earthquake [64], as well as in the shake table tests [113]. Thus, the uncertainties related to the load characterization, as well as in the resulting failure mechanism and capacity curve, were greatly minimized by using the proposed IGA method. Other researchers [76,77,81,114,115] also reached similar conclusions with respect to the outcomes associated with different load patterns: with mass proportional load pattern resulting in close comparison with the NLTHA envelopes.

Thus, it can be concluded that the proposed IGA method is a reliable pushover analysis method, resulting in close comparison with the NLTHA backbone curves and collapse mechanisms. For these reasons, the IGA approach was followed in this study, to conduct the non-linear pushover analysis of the case study school buildings introduced in Section 3.
5. Modelling Assumptions and AEM Numerical Models

An element-by-element AEM numerical model of each IB was created based on their structural, geometric, and material characterization (Section 3), using the simplified micro-modelling technique discussed in Section 4. For the URM IBs, masonry walls and the cross-wall connections were modelled exactly as in the English bond pattern, to represent the actual construction (Figure 16). The bricks were not discretised in the models, because of the difference in strength of the brick and mortar in existing Nepalese masonry construction, as discussed in Section 3. The RC bands were discretised such that the elements were roughly the same size as the brick elements. The interface between the masonry and RC elements was modelled with the properties of the mortar material. In all the models, with the roof being a lightweight and flexible type with poor connection to walls, roof modelling was excluded. Numerical studies conducted by the authors [64] showed that there is no significant difference in the collapse mechanism and capacity curves with or without the poorly connected roof elements in such buildings.

![Numerical models of URM buildings](image)

**Figure 16.** Numerical models of URM buildings: (a) URM7/LR/LD, (b) URM7/LR/MD, and (c) URM-URM7/LR/HD IBs.

The confined masonry IBs were built with one-brick-thick (110 mm) masonry in a running bond, as shown in Figure 17, confined with RC elements on the perimeter of the walls. The CM IBs in this study had two types of RC-masonry interface, corresponding to the good and bad connections, as defined by the seismic design level discussed in Section 3. When there was no toothing (or poor connection), connection between tie-column and masonry panel was achieved by filling the gap with mortar. Whereas, when there was toothing (or good connection), the gaps were filled with concrete, having a higher tensile and bond strength than mortar. Hence, in the numerical model, the interface was modelled with the properties of the respective materials, i.e., either mortar or concrete, as found in each case. This assumption simulated the correct sequence of construction if available, i.e., casting RC elements after erecting the masonry panel, thus achieving a good connection and vice versa.
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Figure 17. Numerical model of confined masonry buildings: (a) CM1/LR/LD and (b) CM1/LR/MD.

6. Analysis Results and Discussions

For the seismic analysis of the IB models presented in Section 5, the IGA method of pushover analysis discussed in Section 2.1 was adopted. The URM and CM buildings analysed in this study had different levels of seismic design within the typology. The AEM analysis was intended to estimate and compare the collapse mechanisms and lateral capacity of these models within each typology and between the two basic typologies. It is noted here that all the IBs were analysed and assessed in the long direction, as these IBs are weaker in this direction [64].

6.1. Failure Mechanisms

The collapse mechanisms for the three different cases of URM7 with different design levels are shown in Figure 18. The URM7/LR/LD model (Figure 18a) clearly showed a lack of global box-like behaviour. Consequently, the OOP walls were highly vulnerable, detaching easily from the cross-wall connections and overturning well in advance of any damage observed in the IP walls. On the other hand, in the case of the URM7/LR/MD model, the global seismic behaviour was improved due to the box-like action provided by the RC roof band (Figure 18b). In the case of the URM7/LR/HD model, the global box-like behaviour was significantly enhanced by the presence of the other horizontal bands, mitigating all the failure modes of the gables and OOP walls. In both the URM7/LR/MD and URM7/LR/HD models, the collapse was due to the shear/flexure failure of the IP piers. Accordingly, the peak equivalent lateral capacity achieved was as high as 0.46 g and 0.80 g for the URM7/LR/MD and URM7/LR/HD models, respectively, compared to the 0.25 g of the URM7/LR/LD model [64]. These values represent the equivalent PGA levels at which the respective damage levels presented in Figure 18 (i.e., the collapse of the OOP wall in LD case and the global collapse in case of the MD and HD model) were observed, thus providing a comparison of lateral capacity. The collapse mechanisms observed for the
three cases clearly demonstrated the contribution of the seismic bands to improving the seismic performance of URM structures.

Figure 18. Collapse mechanism of the URM buildings (a) URM7/LR/LD model, (b) URM7/LR/MD model, and (c) URM7/LR/HD model. Blue colour represents 5–10 mm wide cracks.

In the CM1/LR/LD model, the flexural horizontal out-of-plane mechanism developed under lateral loading, before the overturning of wall portions above the lintel, due to the better connectivity with the confining elements compared to the URM baseline model. The collapse stage showed the formation of significant major cracks in the end OOP wall portions above the lintel band, while the IP system remained intact (Figure 19a). This happened with a relatively low level of seismic input, without mobilising the full capacity of the IP walls, as evident from the negligible damage within the IP walls.

As compared to the local failure in the CM1/LR/LD model, the CM1/LR/MD model showed a far better performance, as the additional confinement was able to effectively tie the IP and OOP walls together. The failure mechanism in this case was a combination of IP diagonal shear mechanism in spandrels, rocking of piers around openings, and vertical bending of OOP walls (Figure 19b). The additional RC bands at the roof and sill levels proved adequate in effectively mobilising the full capacity of all the IP and OOP walls. The cracks first develop on the IP walls (shown in blue in Figure 19b), and then at the base of end-OOP walls, which developed two-way bending, allowing improved ductility for the whole system, while preventing local failure. However, the absolute displacements of OOP walls and the IP system were still substantially different, hence the assumption of equal displacement of all walls at a storey level, as in the case of global box-like behaviour being not applicable in this building, as further discussed in Section 6.2. It is noted that the crack patterns included in Figure 19 only show the major cracks wider than 10 mm. The assumptions of a good connection at the RC–masonry interfaces, lack of restraint at
the roof level, together with the complete confinement of the slender OOP walls, enabled significant overall OOP deflection. However, after the formation of the horizontal cracks, most of the lateral load was taken by the IP system. Such high OOP deflections were also reported in literature, for CM as well as URM walls [116,117].

![Figure 19](image)

Figure 19. Collapse mechanisms of the CM IBs: (a) CM1/LR/LD (no global box-like behaviour; OOP overturning of the gable is limited to the portion above lintel band), and (b) CM1/LR/MD (Global engagement of IP and OOP walls). Blue colour represents cracks wider than 10 mm.

The behaviour of CM1/LR/LD was comparable to URM7/LR/LD, except for the fact that the end OOP walls did not completely detach from the IP walls, owing to the connectivity at lintel and plinth levels. Hence, the OOP walls were able to transfer inertial forces to the IP walls, sustaining larger deformation compared to their URM counterparts. CM1/LR/MD was comparable to URM/LR/MD and URM/LR/HD in its lateral damage behaviour, with an improved box-like response, mobilising both IP and OOP walls. However, because of the rotational stiffness at the vertical edges provided by the tie-column confinement, the OOP walls in the CM model were able to deform more than in the URM models. The lintel, top, and gable bands, together with the plinth band also provided flexural restraint along the horizontal edges, which allowed the gable to also bend in the vertical plane. Therefore, the gable wall had double bending, which means a substantial capacity for lateral forces, as it was comparatively stiffer. The OOP gables walls in the CM1/LR/MD model achieved up to an equivalent lateral capacity of 0.89 g, which was between the maximum capacity of the URM MD and HD models. The IP system, however, could sustain a much larger base shear, as quantified in Section 6.2.

6.2. Capacity Curves and Damage States

Following the methodology presented in Section 2, Figure 20 compares the capacity curves for the sub-systems, i.e., OOP gable walls and the IP system, along with different damage state thresholds marked along the capacity curves. While the HAZUS (FEMA, 2015) damage scale with five different damage states, i.e., none, slight, moderate, extensive, and collapse states was considered in this work, readers are referred to Adhikari (2021) for a detailed discussion of the definition of different damage scales, performance levels, and limit states, with respect to URM buildings. In this study, the ultimate drift in the capacity curve was taken as the collapse threshold (dt4), i.e., the onset of the collapse state. This was defined from the pushover analysis, corresponding to the state of the building (or a wall) at which a complete collapse mechanism had formed, such that the rate of incremental displacement for further incremental acceleration became excessive. Since the frictional shear was still active, as the interlocking between the units was not exceeded, a drop in the capacity is not observed in Figure 20. The ultimate capacity and drift limits presented in Figure 20 are in line with the experimental results reported in the literature [55,118–120]. Although the MD and HD models developed global box-like behaviour and a global capacity curve can well represent their global behaviour, for consistency of comparison, the IP system and OOP
gable wall capacity curves were generated separately and compared with those of the LD models. With respect to the IP system behaviour (Figure 20a), the MD model showed about a 25% and 10% increment in its strength capacity and displacement capacity, respectively, compared to the LD model. On the other hand, the increase in the strength capacity and displacement capacity from the LD to HD models was substantial, i.e., 100% and 40%, respectively. For the OOP gable wall (Figure 20b), the MD and HD models showed a substantial increment over the LD model, with respect to both the stiffness and strength capacity, i.e., the peak strength increased by as much as 50% and 250%, respectively for the MD and HD models, compared to the LD model.

![Figure 20. Comparison of capacity curves and damage state thresholds for the URM7 models with different seismic design levels: (a) IP system, and (b) OOP gable wall.](image)

The capacity curves for both the CM models (Figure 21) display the displacement vs. base shear coefficient of the IP system and OOP walls separately, from the initiation to termination of loading with respect to these two systems. At any instant of loading, there was substantial difference between the top drifts in the OOP gable walls and IP system, in both the models. The CM1/LR/LD building showed a strictly local behaviour, where the OOP wall deformed and collapsed at relatively low acceleration capacity, with negligible participation of the in-plane system. The failure of these end-OOP walls governed the overall failure of the building, irrespective of the in-plane capacity. Hence, the capacity curve corresponding to the OOP walls were further considered in a fragility and vulnerability analysis of the CM1/LR/LD model. In the CM1/LR/MD model, both the IP system and OOP walls were able to mobilise their displacement capacity, as seen in Figure 21. However, the IP system had a much higher acceleration capacity than the OOP walls. The IP maximum capacity was comparable to the experimental results of full scale CM buildings with a global IP behaviour [121]. Observations from past earthquakes also indicated the good performance of well-built confined masonry buildings where the IP mechanism was ensured, due to the high in-plane capacity of these buildings [2]. On the other hand, it was also observed during past seismic events that OOP failure dominates in poorly built confined masonry buildings, due to the lack of good connections, inadequate confinement, and flaws in design and construction [4]. The capacity curves corresponding to the IP and OOP systems for the CM1/LR/MD model are shown in Figure 21b. Since the IP and OOP systems had significant difference in their strength and displacement capacity, a component-based vulnerability assessment was employed for this building.

A comparison of the capacity curves suggested that both the CM IBs had comparable displacement capacity to the OOP walls. However, the confinement improved the strength capacity of OOP wall in the CM1/LR/MD building by over 375% at the collapse stage. Even though this building showed global engagement of the IP and OOP walls (Figure 19), the base shear resisted by the IP system was higher than the OOP walls, by a factor of

![Figure 21a and 21b. Comparison of capacity curves and damage state thresholds for the CM1/LR/LD model.](image)
6.6, due to the effective load transfer from the OOP to IP systems, while maintaining the overall integrity of the building. When compared with the URM typologies, the OOP walls of the CM1/LR/LD performs were close to those of the URM7/LR/LD model in terms of strength capacity, while having a four-times better displacement capacity, as expected from the vertical tie-columns and toothed interfaces at the wall joints providing better ductility. The displacement capacity was hence consistently improved for both the CM models as compared to all the URM7 models. The OOP walls of CM1/LR/MD showed significant improvement in ultimate strength as well, being increased by about 100% and 11% compared to the URM7/LR/MD and URM7/LR/HD models, respectively.

![Figure 21. Capacity curves for the OOP gable wall and the IP system of the (a) CM1/LR/LD and (b) CM1/LR/MD IBs.](image)

6.3. Fragility and Vulnerability Analysis

The global earthquake model (GEM) guidelines documented in D’Ayala et al. [8] were followed in this study, to conduct a NSP-based seismic performance assessment using the capacity curves and damage state thresholds presented in Section 6.2 and subsequently for the derivation of fragility functions and vulnerability functions. The N2 method [69] was used to generate performance points under the far-field ground motion records suite recommended by FEMA P-695 [112], thereby including record-to-record variability. Each of these ground motions were further scaled up and down so that the entire range of performance (i.e., from slight damage to collapse) was observed. Such a large cloud of data points is necessary for statistical fitting of analytical fragility functions. A least square regression of the performance points with respect to each damage state was then performed, to derive the fragility function. The reader is referred to D’Ayala et al. [8] for further reading on this procedure.

Following the discussion in Section 2.2 on the component-based seismic performance assessment approach, for the IBs that lacked a box-like behaviour, the fragility functions were derived with respect to the IP system and the OOP gable walls, respectively, using the respective capacity curves and thresholds of damage states (Figures 20 and 21). Such component level fragility functions for the URM7/LR/LD case are presented in Figure 22, which clearly show that the median PGA capacity of the OOP gable walls for each damage state was significantly lower than those for the IP system. This means that the OOP gable walls had a much lower capacity and were more vulnerable than the IP system. For the IBs that showed global box-like behaviour and hence comparable capacities for both the IP system and OOP gable walls, a global fragility function was derived instead, using the global capacity curve. This was the case for the URM7/LR/MD and URM7/LR/HD models (see Figure 20), and their global fragility functions are shown in Figure 23a,b. A clear improvement in performance can be seen with the improvement in the seismic design level of the URM typologies. For example, 40% and 180% increases in the median PGA capacity for the collapse state were observed for the URM7/LR/HD and URM7/LR/HD models.
compared to the URM7/LR/LD model. Fragility functions for the two CM typologies with low and medium design levels are shown in Figure 24. As mentioned in Section 6.2, the fragility functions of CM1/LR/LD building were derived based only on the OOP wall capacity curves, while the component-based approach was applied to CM1/LR/MD, generating two sets of fragility functions, corresponding to OOP walls and the IP system. The large difference in strength capacities of these two components (as seen in Figure 21b) of CM1/LR/MD is reflected in the resulting fragility functions. Averaged over the four damage states, the median PGA capacity of the IP system was 7.5 times greater than the OOP gable walls. A comparison between the OOP gable walls of CM1/LR/LD and CM1/LR/MD suggested that the latter had an up to two times higher median PGA capacity than the former.

![Figure 22](image-url) Component level fragility functions for the URM7/LR/LD model.

![Figure 23](image-url) Fragility functions for the (a) URM7 LD/MD and (b) URM7 LD/HD models.

Once the set of fragility functions is generated, the mean (i.e., expectation) and variance of the vulnerability functions could be derived using the method of moments [122]. Although more complex methods incorporating the dispersion in the loss value corresponding to each damage state are available in the literature [8], the method of moments was used in this study because the quantification of the dispersion in the loss value for each damage state for specific regional scenario was beyond the scope of this study. The mean of the vulnerability function, also called the mean damage ratio (MDR), represents the ratio of the building repair cost to the replacement cost. The HAZUS consequence model [85] for school building class was used in this study, as country-specific damage-to-loss functions...
would be dependent on factors whose quantification was beyond the scope of this study, such as the cost of materials, labour costs, policies [8,123,124]. While the authors are aware of the limitations of such a choice, the HAZUS consequence model has been used by other researchers for seismic loss assessment in developing countries, e.g., Pakistan [125], and can be used for comparison of the relative vulnerability among different IBs within the same scenario.

Figure 24. Fragility functions for the (a) CM1/LD/LD (OOP gable walls) and (b) CM1/LD/MD models.

For buildings where a component-based fragility assessment was carried out (see Figure 22), the vulnerability functions were also derived separately for the IP system and the OOP gable walls. These were subsequently combined, based on their relative mass contribution in the building, to finally generate a global building level mean vulnerability function, wherever applicable. Mass was considered herein for combining the vulnerability functions, as it represents the damage through the volume (both the surface as well as internal cracks through the masonry). Since the relative mass contribution also accounts for the mass of the floor and roof supported by the respective walls, the vulnerability of the horizontal structures was also accounted for in the global vulnerability functions. For example, for the URM7/LR/LD IB, the mass ratios of the IP system and the OOP gable walls were computed as 0.6 and 0.4, respectively. Thus, the individual component levels, as well as the resulting global vulnerability function, for the URM7/LR/LD IB are shown in Figure 25. With reference to Figures 22 and 25, given an IM, the two systems (IP system and the OOP gable wall) contributed to the vulnerability with different damage states, and hence with different mean damage ratios. Thus, the global vulnerability function was the convolution of the fragility (with a different probability of being in different damage states) and vulnerability (with different mean damage ratio) of the two different systems. With these local level and global level fragility and vulnerability functions, the analyst has more clarity and can use these results in different scenarios, as per their requirements or preferences.

A comparison of building level vulnerability functions derived for all the case study buildings, shown in Figure 26, enabled the evaluation of their relative vulnerabilities within a specific typology and across the URM7 and CM typologies. PGA50%MDR, defined as the PGA capacity corresponding to 50% MDR, of the three URM7 IBs (LD, MD, and HD IBs) were 0.40 g, 0.75 g, and 1.10 g, respectively, showing a significant improvement in the seismic performance with improved seismic design levels. This also proves the necessity of considering different seismic design levels based on distinct construction features, as proposed in the GLOSI taxonomy developed by the authors. During the 2015 Nepal earthquake, a PGA distribution in the range of 0.5 g to 1.0 g was estimated in hard-hit regions. In line with the results of this work, most of the URM7/LR/LD buildings in these regions suffered collapse, while URM7/LR/MD and URM7/LR/HD buildings sustained only slight damage [64]. With respect to the CM IBs, Figure 26 shows a PGAS50%MDR
of 0.60 g and 2.7 g for the LD and MD models, respectively, which also demonstrates the improvement towards a global box-like response, as well as the enhanced seismic performance contributed by the additional seismic detailing in the MD model. Among the different typologies considered, URM7/LR/LD and CM1/LR/MD were the most and the least vulnerable typologies, respectively, as clearly shown in their construction types and the different seismic features. While the vulnerability of CM1/LR/LD was comparable to its URM counterpart at low PGA levels, its improved deformability contributed to a lower vulnerability in the higher intensity range. Throughout the PGA range, the vulnerability of the CM1/LR/MD was significantly lower compared to all three URM IBs, because of the improved stiffness, strength, and ductility provided by the RC tie-columns and toothing at the masonry–RC interfaces.

![Graph showing vulnerability functions](image)

**Figure 25.** Vulnerability functions of the OOP gable walls, IP system, and the global building level for the URM7/LR/LD building type, derived from their respective fragility functions.

![Graph showing vulnerability functions for different seismic design levels](image)

**Figure 26.** Vulnerability functions for the different seismic design levels of the URM7/LR and CM1/LR building types.
7. Conclusions

This study presented and illustrated a comprehensive strategy for a pushover-based seismic assessment methodology for masonry buildings, with or without box-like behaviour, and considering both the IP and OOP response along with their interaction during seismic loading. Applied element modelling, a discrete element approach, was employed for the numerical modelling and analysis, as it allows element-by-element modelling of low strength masonry. In terms of the novelty and scholarly contribution, the present work responds to two prevalent challenges in the seismic analysis of masonry buildings: the mechanism of effective pushover application for seismic analysis, and the strategy for reliable seismic performance assessment, especially when buildings lack global box-like behaviour. The IGA approach of pushover analysis was proposed and validated to address the first challenge, which ensured a mass-proportionate distribution of lateral load on the structural model and also overcame several issues associated with the conventional pushover approaches. It is noteworthy that this method can also be employed in the pushover analysis of RC or steel framed buildings. In order to address the second challenge, a component-based methodology was proposed, where a building was sub-divided into OOP walls and IP systems, depending on their failure mechanisms. A convolution of such component-based fragility functions then provides a more realistic global vulnerability function for such buildings, compared to a conventional “global capacity curve” based results.

The proposed methodology was applied to two major types of masonry construction: URM and CM, both with varying seismic design levels. For the URM IBs, the LD model showed a lack of global box-like behaviour and hence high vulnerability of the OOP gable wall. On the other hand, the provision of the roof band alone in the MD model proved to be effective in improving the global response, indicating that even low-cost seismic measures can yield seismic-resistant designs. The HD model showed full global response, realising the full capacity of both the IP and OOP walls, due to the provision of several seismic bands as well as buttresses.

In both the URM and CM typologies, the LD models showed a lack of box-like behaviour and hence a high vulnerability of the OOP walls. However, due to the provision of seismic bands, the MD and HD models showed a gradual improvement in the global box-like behaviour. Although the CM/LR/LD case compared well to its URM7 counterpart at low PGA levels, the additional deformability proved beneficial in lowering the vulnerability at higher PGA levels. The CM1/LR/MD case exhibited a significantly lower vulnerability compared to all three URM IBs, mainly due to the provision of tie-columns and toothed connections.

Since the models in this study were developed using the material properties available in the literature, they possess uncertainties associated with their material characterisation and variability. In addition, the roof structure, which was not modelled in this study, could contribute to a partial connectivity among the vertical elements and hence imposing some diaphragm action. Consideration of these factors in future works could further improve the results presented in this study.
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